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FIRST MEETING Monday 4 March
Spring Surplus Equipment Sale  

                                                            
SECOND MEETING Monday 18 March

Fix-it, Skills and Advice Night

SRCC Committee 2018/19 
Chairman & Club Meetings G3ZPB  Peter Burton 01737 551413
Vice Chairman M0LEP Rick Hewett 01689 851472
Hon.Secretary & Newsletter Editor G8IYS  John Simkins 020 8657 0454
Treasurer & Membership Records G4FFY Ray Howells 01732 357474
Resources, Fund Raising and Liaison G4DDY Maurice Fagg 020 8669 1480
Contest Co-ordinator G3WRR Quin Collier 020 8653 6948
Committee Member and Events G6JXA  Kim Brown 07812 735507  735507

Publicity G3MCX John Kennedy 020 8688 3322

Webmaster (Co-opted) G4FYF Steve Jones 01424 584143

EDITOR'S OPENER
Dear Members & Friends.  Hello and welcome to the 919th edition, the March 2019 issue, of 
the SRCC Newsletter.  Looking out of the window, it seems that winter has now departed and 
the antenna construction/maintenance season is with us. My HF inverted L remains ensnared 
by twigs and briars, so I will give a first-run to my newly acquired tree lopper. It will also be a 
good time to install some counterpoises on the garden fences to replace my minimal earth 
system: a 1m long earth spike. That is not all of the eternal tasks ahead. My 22 element 70 cm
yagi, which sits on a stub-mast above my 11 element 6m/4m yagi, suffered a slackening of its 
fixing clamp in the past high winds and is showing a directional will of its own. That will require
luffing down my telescopic mast, which is where the tree lopper comes into useful play again -
so the system will clear a substantial willow tree as it tilts to horizontal. Busy days lie ahead. 
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NEXT MEETINGS   

First Meeting: Monday 04 March 2019: Spring Surplus Equipmwent Sale.

It is time to sort out those no-longer-needed items and bring them along to the first SRCC 
Surplus sale of 2019. All sellable goods are welcome, even those with just a tenuous link with 
amateur radio – but no rubbish please. The standard rules for conduct of this and any physical 
sale held on Trinity property are as follows: It is very helpful for sellers, and their intended sale 
items, to be in the meeting room by 7:30 pm. All members, and visitors who are accompanying 
them, must sign the attendance book and be conversant with the rules. Note that the club 
accepts no responsibility for goods sold at this private sale, and that purchasers buy on the 
understanding that they, personally, are capable of determining the usability, fitness for purpose 
and SAFETY of goods obtained. The following also apply: 

1. Only SRCC members are permitted to sell. Non-members are welcome to invite an SRCC 
member to act as vendor on their behalf, but that member must accept full responsibility, 
particularly financial and delivery of goods obligations, before undertaking that role. 

2. All items not donated for the benefit of the Club must be marked with the name or callsign of 
the vendor, a brief description and details of any reserve price. 

3. Bids shall start at 50p and increment in steps of 50p up to £10 and £1 steps thereafter – 
unless determined otherwise by the auctioneer. 

4. The Auctioneer, in his sole discretion, will determine what constitutes an acceptable bid. 

5. Sellers will not be paid until all buyers have settled up. 

6. The club levies 15% commission on all sales.  

7.All corridors and fire escape routes must be respected and instructions complied-with.

8. The school premises , buildings and grounds, are NO-SMOKING.

Second Meeting: Monday 18 March:  Fix-it, Skills and Advice Night

PREVIOUS MEETINGS

First Meeting : Monday 4 February “CHRIS’ MILLIMETRIC MICROWAVE ADVENTURES” 
by G0FDZ. Summary by Quin G4WRR. Photos by Ray G4FFY.

Because of the large amount of information contained in the presentation at the February 
meeting, the write-up will be spread across the March and April Newsletters. This will balance 
up the content between them, avoid overloading your brains as readers – and certainly mine as 
writer-upper ….. 

The presentation was given by Chris Whitmarsh G0FDZ, who last visited SRCC some years 
ago and told us about beacon GB3VHF. Chris was assisted by Dave Lee G8ZZK. In addition to 
the presentation itself, Chris brought along several components and pieces of equipment 
described and shown pictorially in the presentation. 22 members and visitors were present.
Chris opened by saying that he had been involved in millimetrics for over 30 years, and was one
of a fairly small group of supporters of these bands. The bands in question are as follows (the 
table also shows number of stations active on each of the bands ):  

FREQUENCY (GHz) WAVELENGTH (mm) STATIONS ACTIVE
24 12 50
47 6 15
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76 4 12
122 2.5 3
134 2 7
241 1.2 3

He noted a few characteristics of operating on these frequencies, some being pluses and some 
minuses:

• these are new and largely unexplored frequencies – particularly above 100GHz, with 
much to be learnt about equipment and propagation   

• some techniques are unfamiliar on lower microwave bands, although experience on 
those bands is an important enabler

• there is a dearth of published information and designs on the higher frequencies

• equipment generally has to be built, or commercial gear modified

• components can be hard to get – and expensive

• losses due to water vapour and atmospheric oxygen can be high

• more stations active would allow more to be learnt

• there is a great deal of fun and satisfaction to be had from building and operating gear at 
what are currently frontier frequencies. 

Some of the key aspects of propagation are as follows:

• although there is still much to be learnt, propagation is largely limited to line of sight, but  
significant enhancement is available via rain scatter and tropo at the lower millimetric 
frequencies

• atmospheric absorption via water vapour and oxygen can be severe – peaks for the 
former are at 22GHz and 183GHz and for the latter at 63GHz and 118.5GHZ

• there is little can be done about the latter (without suffocating the population of the world, 
which would be taking the hobby a bit too seriously). However loss due to water vapour 
is strongly dependent on relative humidity (a useful measure of which is the dew point) 
which in turn is dependent on temperature.. Relative humidity can now be measured 
directly with electronic hygrometers – much more convenient than the former “football 
rattle” type devices (formally known as psychrometers). In general water vapour losses 
are lowest in cold weather .

The viability of a particular path can be estimated using computer programs, including 
“Atmosphere” by VK3UM and “Gas Loss” by G0MJW. Such programs allow estimates of both 
path loss (Total path loss = free space path loss + oxygen loss + water vapour loss + additional 
water vapour loss due to rain or fog along the path) and intervisibility of the endpoints. The latter
involves both the curvature of the earth and intervening hills etc. and also needs to make 
allowance for the fact that the physical straight line path is not identical to the path taken by the 
RF path. The RF path  includes a degree of refraction due to the decreasing temperature with 
increasing height, resulting in a slight “over the horizon” extension.  This is factored in by using 
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a “K factor” – this is usually taken to be 1.3 for the lower microwave bands and 1.0 
(corresponding to a true straight line path) for the higher bands.   
Chris went on to describe some of the technological aspects of the millimetric bands:
On 24GHz special semi-rigid coax can be used for short runs within equipment, in conjunction 
with SMA connectors. However as these are not rated for above 26GHz, at higher frequencies 
K connectors – very expensive – must be used. Overall for the lowest loss, waveguide is the 
best solution. This is available in rectangular, circular or elliptical forms, and the smaller the 
dimensions the higher the frequency that can be supported – all waveguides have a fairly sharp 
LF cutoff frequency below which waves will not propagate. Waveguide joints involve the use of  
flanges which are expensive – for instance at 221GHz the cost is around £50 per foot

Antennas  are usually horns or dishes, the former being more usual at higher frequencies as 
matching dishes becomes tricky and they become “fussy”:  for example at 122 / 134 / 241 GHz 
beamwidth is typically of the order of 1 degree which is difficult to set up – and sighting scopes 
are often used to assist

In the early 90s WBFM was used, progressing during that decade via NBFM to SSB/CW using 
transverter based systems. 

Chris explained that his millimetric microwave experience had begun on 24GHz in the 80s, 
using free running Gunn diode oscillators producing typically 5mW transmit power, and these 
were also used as the receiver local oscillator. Antennas of the day were usually horns or small 
dishes and the system components were linked using waveguide.  Several photographs of 
equipment (and operators) of the day were shown, and examples of waveguide, horns and 
dishes were passed round the audience.

He said that if one were starting now, and assuming 24GHz as a starting point for the millimetric
bands, the most likely approach would be the use of transverters and dishes of 18” – 24” 
diameter. Since the 24GHz band is near to commercial frequencies, modified commercial 
equipment, or components from it, can also be used. HPAs and LNAs are also available (at a 
price) as are transverters and whole system kits from (eg.) Kuhne Electronices (DB6NT).    
The DB6NT transverter uses a sub-harmonic mixer (for readers as uninformed as your scribe, 
see at the end of this article for a brief explanation…)  with a local oscillator at 11.95GHz which 
after doubling to 23.9GHz is mixed with 144MHz (both stages in the mixer itself) to 24GHz 
(IARU recommended frequency is 24.048GHz). 432MHz can also be used (allowing more 
effective image rejection) but use of 144MHz from an FT817 or similar is very convenient! The 
output waveguide acts as a high pass filter getting rid of some unwanted frequencies such as 
the local oscillator. Image frequencies (23.760GHz) can be removed with fairly straightforward 
filter designs. Commercial 11.9GHz local oscillators are also easily available. Such a setup will 
produce a few hundred microwatts of transmit power, permitting ranges of around 50km. 
If higher transmit power is desired (permitting greater ranges) ex-commercial amplifiers of 0.5W 
and 2W have been available. There are also designs suitable for the experienced constructor 
available, and DB6NT (and others) has produced “commercial” amateur amplifiers. For 
improved receive performance, LNAs can now be purchased or built, and with improved 
availability and lower prices for newer components, noise factors of down to 1dB can achieved. 
For other than local contacts where horns can be effective, dishes (typically in the range of 0.5m
– 1m diameter) are the antenna of choice, and a number of feed arrangements are available. 
With setups of this type contacts over line of site paths, ranges of over 100km can be achieved, 
but achievable ranges can be increased by:

• operating portable (very few stations are able to operate effectively from fixed locations)
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• choosing sea paths

• operating under conditions of low humidity (which usually means choosing cold winter 
days…)

• taking advantage of enhancements enabled by rain scatter or tropo

• use of CW rather than SSB – although this is not applicable only to the millimetric bands!

(Sub-harmonic mixers - the normal mixer we are familiar with mixes two frequencies fsig & flo  to produce
 frequencies fsig + flo  and  fsig - flo  . A sub-harmonic mixer produces output of fsig + nflo  and  fsig - nflo, where
 n is an integer, Thus the mixer is doing two jobs for the price of one (i.e. multiplying and mixing), thus 
avoiding the need for separate local oscillator multiplier stages). 

The completion of the write-up in next month’s Newsletter will cover use of beacons and
 equipment / operating bands above 24GHz. Now some pics:

 
Chris G0FDZ – still bouncy at the end of his presentation
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Millimetric setup, showing dish with Cassegrain feed, FT817 tunable IF and sighting scope

An engaged SRCC audience
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Second Meeting: Monday 18 February:  Fix-it, Skills and Advice Night

As often stated: No written report, but one of the popular cornerstones of what SRCC offers. 

CHAIRMAN'S BLOG

A lot of non-radio activities have happened this month, so my blog will be shorter than usual.
Radio Contesting – after some “time off” from contesting recently, I am back with a vengeance 
this month, with entries in the 70cms AFS, 2m MGM and 70cms UKAC contests.  The 2m MGM 
(data) contest was a bit of a disaster – for some reason, the WSJT-X software “locked-up” and 
wouldn’t decode anything.  It was only a 55 minute contest anyway and by the time I had 
rebooted the software, out of desperation more than anything, I was over halfway through the 
time allowed.  It is some small relief that my claimed score of 100 points is not the lowest!!!
Only one result has been published so far – the 70cms AFS event.  I lost a few points on one 
“mangled” QSO but finished a creditable 22nd of 93 entrants.  This was a Club event and I don’t 
doubt Quin will give a full report from a Club perspective.
Computer software – as some of you may know, I am part of the development team rewriting 
the “Minos” VHF Contest Logging program.  There have been 3 interim releases since just 
before Christmas and I have to put each new release through its paces to try and “break” it.  
The latest release (from earlier this week) seems to be very stable and bug-free so we are 
hoping the “official” release can take place in March.  This new “Version 2” is a major step 
forward from the original Minos version 1 and will include control of the attached Radio and 
Rotator plus direct interface to a website Cluster and also WSJT-X software for Data Contests.  
Hopefully, there will be full release information in next month’s Newsletter.That’s all for this 
month, so it’s bye for now; If I can make it, I hope to see lots of you at the Surplus Equipment 
Sale on 4th March. 73 and 88, Peter G3ZPB.

SRCC LEAGUE TABLE – JANUARY 2019 RESULTS

Welcome to the results of the first session of the SRCC League Table for 2019. This month 
there were eight entries, seven of whom had taken part during 2018, but we are very pleased to
have had a first time entrant in Jason G7RUX – thank you for entering and we hope you will 
continue to do so and that you will enjoy it. The results for this month are shown below:

ENTRANT
HEARD
DXCC /

SQUARE

HEARD IN
CONTEST

HEARD
- SRCC

MEMBER

WORKED
DXCC /

SQUARE

WORKED
IN

CONTEST

WORKED
– SRCC

MEMBER

POINTS
 THIS

MONTH
G4WGE 40 35 115
G3EUE 9 33 12 2 111
G4LZE 13 48 1 109
G7RUX 21 42
G4FYF 12 2 2 34
M0LEP 17 34
G3ZPB 10 6 32
G3WRR 1 1

As can be seen, the pattern of scores was quite interesting with two closely clustered groups 
and a couple of outliers. Things were very tight at the top, but the month’s leader was Alun 
G4WGE, pipping Ted G3EUE at the post by just 3 points followed by last year’s winner Colin 
G4LZE two points behind Ted. Next was the first time entry from Jason G7RUX, followed by a 
closely bunched group of Steve G4FYF, Rick M0LEP and Peter G3ZPB. And way behind was 
your Leaguemeister with a single qualifying contact….
Alun’s activity was mainly on RTTY with a sprinkling of FT8, CW and SSB. The majority of his 
contacts were on 80m, with about half that number on 40m & 20m and a single contact on 30m. 
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All but four of these were with European stations with addition of one each in North and South 
America and two in Africa, including a very nice one in the form of S01 (Western Sahara).  
Ted hasn’t stated which bands and modes he was active on (there’s no requirement for him to 
do so) but I’d guess it was all on CW and at least some of the contacts were on 10m. Nearly all 
were within Europe, but five were outside, including 5A (Libya) and 9M2 (West Malysia) as 
interesting ones. Ted’s gotaways (stations heard but not worked) also made interesting reading, 
with a nice cluster around the Arabian peninsula – A7 (Qatar) , A9 (Bahrain) and HZ (Saudi 
Arabia) – plus CN (Morocco) and 9Q (Congo) from Africa.  

Colin’s activity was all on FT8 – with the exception of one on JS8 which is a derivate of FT8 
allowing a more conversational type of contact than FT8 itself. With three exceptions these were
all on 40m – the exceptions being two on 20m and one (JS8 with Peter G3ZPB) on 10m.The 
40m contacts included two quite rare ones (well, rare for those of us with realistic sized 
antennas anyway…) in the form of 4S (Sri Lanka) and, like Alun, S01 (Western Sahara). And 
again the list of gotaways makes interesting reading, including all continents except Antarctica, 
and a real corker in the form of TR8 (Gabon).  

Rick’s contacts were all made for Kenya, and were all with Europe except for 5Z (Kenya) and 
ZS (South Africa). 

My own entry – a distinctly minimalist one, with a single contact for two points – doesn’t really 
tell the whole story…..I did make 293 contacts but these were all using the club call G3SRC, in 
the CW and SSB AFS contests on 80m & 40m. The rules do not make clear the status of a 
single operator using a callsign other than his/her own, so not claiming those contacts is 
“failsafe” – but having written the rules I have no grounds for complaint!    
 
Overall, conditions on the HF bands continue to be dire with the 10.7cm solar flux “bumping 
along the bottom” at 70/71 for at least the last week, and no sign yet of cycle 25 commencing. 
Entrants’ comments reflected this, with, amongst others, Rick M0LEP referring to “one day 
when the bands were sort-of working” and Steve G4FYF observing that “band conditions didn't 
really inspire much operating in January”. However the ability of FT8 for handling ESP strength 
signals has again been demonstrated! 
The cumulative score table follows. At present the information content is the same as that of the
monthly table, as this is the first month of the season, but it will be augmented on a month by 
month basis.

ENTRANT
JAN
19

FEB
19

MAR
19

APR
19

MAY
19

JUN
19

JUL
19

SEP
19

OCT
19

NOV
19

DEC
19

TOTAL

G4WGE 115 115
G3EUE 111 111
G4LZE 109 109
G7RUX 42 42
G4FYF 34 34
M0LEP 34 34
G3ZPB 32 32
G3WRR 1 1

On the subject of rules, as expected there were a handful of queries from entrants, and on the 
basis of these it might be helpful to make the following comments. These will be folded into the 
rules shortly:

• for a number of reasons a single listing of worked and heard stations is published, rather 
than separate listings as will be apparent from the listings above
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• if necessary, hearing or having a contact with the same SRCC member can be claimed 
twice for points – once as a DXCC entity / Maidenhead big square and once for being an 
SRCC member. If this were not done, in the case of an entrant having only one contact 
with G, and that contact happened to with be an SRCC member, the entrant would be 
disadvantaged by only being able to claim once, either for the DXCC entity/big square or 
the SRCC member.

This is a classic example of rules being written by people who already know the information 
they are trying to convey – so please do flag any further queries to me at 
q.g.collier@btinternet.com !   
So goodbye for now until next month….73, Quin G3WRR

SRCC NETS
The following is a list of structured nets where members of SRCC meet regularly. They are 
sometimes joined by members of other local clubs, who are always made most welcome. The 
net is not usually led by a nominated controller, but stations normally transmit cyclically, 
transmitting in the chronological order in which they sign-in. If any member wishes further 
occasions and frequencies to be added to the table, please let me know at 
secretary@g3src.org.uk.  The D-STAR net frequency is now corrected to 144.6125 MHz, not as 
published last time as 145 +. Sorry about that. 

We are looking at starting a "Data" mode net to encourage more members to experiment with 
new data modes.The initial details are shown below but we would be pleased to change the 
day/time/band if that would suit more people. It has been started by Peter G3ZPB and Colin 
G4LZE. We use "JS8call" which whilst similar to WSJT-X software has the advantage of being 
able to send "free text" messages of any length so you can actually have a "real" QSO! We 
have also setup a special Group callsign @SRCCNET which enables all users to receive all 
messages sent by other Group members.

Band – Frequency - Mode Day of week Start Time

160m – 1.905 kHz - LSB Sunday 9.30 am

10m – 28.078 MHz – JS8 Thursday 10.00 am  Date & Time Tentative

4m – 70.30 MHz - FM Thursday 8.00 pm

6m – 51.51 MHz - FM Tuesday 8.00 pm

2m – 144.6125 MHz – D star Friday 7.30 pm

2m – 145.35 MHz – FM Friday 8.00 pm

FUTURE SRCC MEETINGS

04/03/19 Spring Surplus Equipment Sale

18/03/19 Fix-it, Move-it-on, Skills and Advice Night, Social Chat

01/04/19 Annual General Meeting

15/04/19 Fix-it, Move-it-on, Skills and Advice Night, Social Chat
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OTHER LOCAL CLUB MEETINGS 

 
19 Mar

Bromley & District ARS

Fix-it Evening

Normal Meetings are held on third Tuesdays 7.30 for 8.00pm @ Victory 
Social Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes, Bromley, Kent.

Contact Andy G4WGZ on 01689 878089 or enquiries(at)bdars.co.uk. 

Website: www.bdars.co.uk 

11 Mar

Coulsdon ATS

Apollo 13 (Deferred from Nov 2018, so this is your opportunity, if you 
couldn't make it issed it then)

 Meetings are held at 8pm on 2nd  Monday each month at 
 St. Swithun’s Church Hall,  Grovelands Rd, Purley.

Contact Terry Giles G4CDY via secretary@ catsradio.org

Website: http://www.sthost.co.uk/webspace/cats/start.html

21 Mar 

Sutton & Cheam RS

Talk by Keith Bird G4JED RSGB RR

Meets 8pm on 3rd Thursday every month.  They also run a practical group 
most Monday evenings at the Banstead Scout Hut. 

Contact Chris Howard. email info(at)scrs.org.uk 

Website: http://www.scrs.org.uk/ 

07 Mar

Horsham Amateur Radio Club 

Junk Sale       

Normally meets on the first Thursday of each month at the Guide Hall, 20
Denne Road, Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 1JF. NRQ TQ172304 at 
20.00hrs local time. Contact Alister Watt G3ZBU at g3zbu(at)hotmail.com 

Website: http://www.harc.org.uk/

26 Mar

Dorking & District Radio Society 

Logger 32

Meetings at 7.45pm. Contact: David Browning (M6DJB) at 
djb.abraxas(at)btinternet.com. 

Website: http://www.ddrs.org.uk
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01 Mar 

Crystal Palace R&EC

Fundamentals of Amateur Digital Radio by David How G0PAR 

All Saints Church,  Beulah Hill (Normally meets monthly on first Friday). 
Contact: Bob G3OOU 01737 552170 

Website: http://www.g3oou.co.uk

21 Mar 

Cray Valley Radio Society

Planning, Setting-up and Running a Small-scale Special Event Station

1st Royal Eltham Scouts HQ, Rear of 61-71 Southend Crescent, Eltham, 
London SE9 2SD

Website: www.cvrs.org

Sign Off. 73 from John G8IYS Hon Sec and Newsletter Editor
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